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Introduction 

The presenter announces: “Ela Nguema Gansters!” This is the moment everybody 

has been waiting for. The crowd goes mad. Kids run to the front to be closer to their idols and 

many of their parents stand up and clap enthusiastically. A group of five young men jumps 

onto the tiny stage that has been set up within the large banquet hall of the Hilton Hotel. Two 

members of the group grab microphones. No instruments on the stage. One of them looks at 

a teenager just next to the stage, who sits timidly behind his laptop. The singer yells at him: 

“DJ!”, and the teenager hurries to press PLAY. A synthesiser comes in, dropping slow, 

steady minor chords. The luxuriously decorated hall is suddenly filled with the loud music that 

comes out of the large speakers. A second, syncopated synthesiser follows, accompanied by 

the ever-recurrent “African time line” of a clap digital sound1. The crowd yells and dances 

while the leaders of the crew start singing and rapping over the pre-recorded track, “Mi na 

bring machete, na fo dance temblete”. The lyrics, constantly changing from Pichi (pidgin 

English) to Spanish to Fang, explicitly recount stories of the “hood”; “machetes” and “girls” 

come up while the audience enjoys the highly danceable tune, including the children who are 

celebrating their First Communion. “Na fo dance temblete”, the leader sings. “Gotta dance 

temblete”. And they do it well, shaking their bodies as if they were being electrocuted. In fact, 

the name of the genre comes from the Spanish word temblar (“to shake”). “Na fo dance 

temblete”, the singer repeats. Ela Nguema Ganster, the popular youth crew from the poorest 

neighborhoods of Malabo, dances to temblete. The kids dance to temblete. Their parents, 

members of the wealthy political class that emerged after the recent spectacular oil boom in 

their country, dance to temblete, too. But where is class when they dance? 

Equatorial Guinea is a country of contrasts. Within two decades, it has gone from 

being one of the poorest nations in the world, in the early 1990s, to having the highest GDP 

per capita in Africa. This economic transformation has resulted from the discovery, 

 
1 Kofi Agawu describes the time line or bell pattern as “a prominently articulated, recurring rhythmic 
pattern that serves as an identifying feature or signature of the particular dance/drumming” across 
West and Central Africa (2003, p.73).   
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extraction, and export of large amounts of hydrocarbons since 1995. The tiny petro-state, 

with a population of about 1 million, is now one of the largest oil producers in Africa. Class 

stratification is also striking in Equatorial Guinea. The exploitation of oil by North American 

companies met the already-established authoritarian regime of Teodoro Obiang Nguema, 

today’s longest-serving head of state in the world. Most of the large revenues that the oil 

boom has generated in the past couple of decades has stayed in the hands of a few close 

members of the Obiang government, largely comprised of his own family2. Social inequality 

has recently reached unprecedented levels, and social stratification is made up of an 

extremely wealthy political class and a large, impoverished population3. Yet, in situations 

such as the one described above, class difference seems momentarily to weaken: wealthy 

men, dispossessed youth, and children all dance to the rhythm of temblete (pronounced 

“tem-bleh-teh”). 

Drawing on 12 months of ethnographic research in Equatorial Guinea, I aim to 

account for the social potential of a popular, quickly circulating musical genre and the 

changes in social relations brought about by digitisation and oil capitalism in the Central 

African country. In the first section of the essay, I revisit Karin Barber’s classic work on 

African popular arts and class (1987) in light of Equatorial Guinea’s contemporary political 

economy. Next, I explore temblete’s production and circulation and its embeddedness in the 

country’s social, cultural, and material context. In doing so, I aim to shed light on why the 

genre makes possible the striking social relations described in the opening vignette, in effect 

affording the unexpected connection of the lower classes to the very centre of power. I 

conclude the essay by analysing what the genre does to social relations during performance. 

Inspired by Georgina Born’s theorisation of genre and music’s social mediation (2011), I 

 
2 As an example, “in 2008, hydrocarbons accounted for 99.3% of the nation’s $14.5 billion in exports, 
and 98% of government revenues” (Appel, 2011, p.3). 
3 Political scientist Alicia Campos Serrano accounts for a local “nascent middle class”, largely 
comprised of Equatoguineans employed by American oil companies. But even this middle class is 
intimately tied to the government and often pressed to join Obiang’s party or to take part in dirty jobs 
(Campos Serrano, 2013, p.318).  
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argue that temblete has the ability to temporarily suspend class distinction in a country so 

strikingly polarised, precisely, by class struggle. 

 

Popular culture and class in Africa and Equatorial Guinea 

In 1987, anthropologist Karin Barber published her ground-breaking article “Popular 

Arts in Africa”. Giving formal shape to a growing body of work on the topic, her theorisations 

influenced a generation of scholars working on African popular music (e.g. Collins, 1994; 

Erlmann, 1991; Meintjes, 2003, Waterman, 1990). Drawing on Mikhail Bakhtin, Barber 

argues that what infuses African popular arts with “extraordinary vitality” is their “unofficial” 

quality: “the popular arts operate outside the formal official institutions” (1987, p.11). As she 

notes, definitions of African popular arts emerge from a European-based, tripartite division of 

cultural forms: traditional, popular, and elite. But in Africa, the “popular” seems to become a 

kind of “shapeless residual category, its borders defined only by juxtaposition with the clearly 

demarcated traditional and elite categories” (p.9): 

Both elite and traditional arts are, for different reasons, symbolic capital highly valued by the 

ruling classes—the former as evidence of progress and enlightenment, the latter as evidence 

of a rich historical cultural heritage. They are therefore sponsored by the government and 

publicised through its official organs. Popular arts are not. (p.11) 

In this theory, popular arts are a crucial communication tool for disenfranchised populations, 

as an art that emanates from and belongs to the people: 

In Africa ordinary people tend to be invisible and inaudible. In most African states, numerically 

tiny elites not only consume a vastly disproportionate share of the national wealth, they also 

take up all the light. Newspapers, radio, and television offer a magnified image of the class 

that controls them. Not only does the ruling elite make the news, it is the news—as endless 

verbatim reports of politicians’ speeches, accounts of elite weddings and birthday parties, and 

the pages and pages of expensive obituaries testify. And if the poor are invisible, the very poor 

are downright nuisance—some regimes have treated them literally as rubbish. (p.2)  
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Effectively, then, “popular art can be taken to mean the large class of new unofficial art forms 

which are syncretic, concerned with social change, and associated with the masses” (p. 23).  

Three decades after the publication of her foundational article, some of these 

assumptions have been contested, as African popular arts have evolved alongside 

processes of liberalisation, globalisation, and digitisation. Certainly, the context on which 

Barber based this article, represented in the quotation above about the elites’ omnipresence 

in official media and institutions, strikingly resembles contemporary Equatorial Guinea. A 

number of scholars have looked at how the processes of liberalisation, democratisation, and 

digitisation that have developed in Africa from the 1990s have transformed the long-standing 

points of encounter between culture production, economic models, and political power. New 

subjectivities have followed shifts in the models of success, away from former notions of “big 

men” towards novel forms of neoliberal entrepreneurialism (e.g. Eisenberg, Forthcoming; 

Perullo, 2011; Röschenthaler and Schulz, 2016; Shipley, 2013). The Equatoguinean case, 

however, seems to have taken a different path.  

After the discovery or large oil reserves in the mid-1990s, an incipient democratisation 

process was thwarted. New transnational connections afforded by oil capitalism—and North 

American companies’ interests, in particular—contributed to the legitimation and continuation 

of the regime of Teodoro Obiang Nguema (Appel, 2011; Campos Serrano, 2013; Soares de 

Oliveira, 2007). Political scientist Ricardo Soares de Oliveira has affirmed that “soaring 

revenues from the oil sector have merely heightened the already obvious wealth gap 

between the people and the elite” (2007, pp.227). The period of “fast capitalism” brought 

about by the discovery of oil has thus exacerbated the already “extraverted” type of state, 

favouring the expansion of a non-ideological political class largely devoted to the looting of 

public resources4. Musicians in Equatorial Guinea are caught up amid these configurations of 

 
4 The rent-seeking and “kleptocratic” practices of the political elite were in place before the discovery 
of oil, indeed resembling descriptions of the African “extraverted” type of state (Bayart, Ellis and Hibou, 
1999). Through the term “extraversion”, political scientist Jean-François Bayart referred to the African 
state actors’ intentional employment of external resources (e.g. humanitarian aid, revenues from 
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power and capital accumulation. In the highly surveilled and extremely politicised 

Equatoguinean state, they remain dependent on patronage relations with the increasingly 

wealthy elites, who employ music for propagandistic purposes and in order to build individual 

prestige. The oil boom has therefore magnified the pre-existing coercive and oppressive 

social relations in which these patronage networks are embedded (Born and Infante-Amate, 

Forthcoming).  

But Barber’s insistence on the unofficial quality of popular arts seems less appropriate 

to the Equatoguinean context. First, popular music in Equatorial Guinea has received 

attention from official institutions. For decades, Equatoguinean rulers have valued popular 

music highly, especially its political power. The government of Francisco Macías Nguema 

(1968-1979) hired Central African-style rumba dance bands to liven up political events and 

contribute to the formation of nationalist identities. Furthermore, Obiang Nguema and his 

party (the Partido Democrático de Guinea Ecuatorial, or Equatorial Guinea’s Democratic 

Party), following the example of the animation politique promoted by Mobutu in Zaire (today’s 

Democratic Republic of the Congo) (White, 2008), have encouraged praise singing through 

popular bands and choirs known as coros de animación. More recently, the massive 

institutional support of hip hop by the Spanish and French cultural centres in the early 21st 

century contributed to the expansion of a genre until then only timidly emerging in the 

country5. Some rap artists, too, have been funded by high state officers, including Teodoro 

Nguema Obiang (aka el patrón6, “the patron”, President Obiang’s son and current Vice-

President of Equatorial Guinea).  

 
natural resources, etc.) to establish systems of domination and control over the local population, and 
subsequently consolidate power (Bayart, 2000).  
5 These institutional uses of popular arts relate to George Yúdice’s theory of the rise of “culture-as-
resource” in the global era, i.e. “the lynchpin of a new epistemic framework in which ideology and 
much of what Foucault called disciplinary society […] are absorbed into an economic or ecological 
rationality” (2003, p.1). 
6 The Spanish term “patrón” has a polysemic nature that points to both economic “sponsorship” and, 
especially in colonial contexts, the political power of the members of the landowning class, i.e. the 
“boss”. 
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Second, the case of Equatorial Guinea shows how categorising popular arts as 

unofficial cannot account for the elites’ appropriation of these arts through unofficial means 

(e.g. private parties) and the interaction between different classes during performance. 

Temblete confuses commonplace assumptions about class mutability. Perhaps one of the 

most remarkable features of temblete is its presence in the most varied social contexts. 

Although some people certainly dislike the genre (whether because of its “improper” lyrics or 

because of its musical characteristics), temblete seems to have the potential to cut across 

social formations of class, ethnicity, gender, and generation. In fact, a particularly striking 

characteristic of temblete is that, while its practitioners are usually spoken of and treated 

poorly (often as delinquents) by the elites, they are also invited to the very weddings and 

birthday parties that Barber refers to above. What is it about temblete that affords these 

unlikely relations? 

 

Temblete: from bedroom studios to elite parties via WhatsApp 

Temblete is an electronic music genre emerged in Equatorial Guinea in the last three 

years or so. It was developed, and it is widely produced and consumed, by lower-class youth 

crews in the urban outskirts of Malabo and Bata, the country’s largest cities. Its specific 

origins can be traced to Ela Nguema Gansters (aka Ela G’s), a crew of indeterminate number 

based in the popular Malabo neighbourhood of Ela Nguema. Mostly comprised of males in 

their twenties (see Fig. 1), Ela G’s was by far the most popular band during my fieldwork in 

2017-2018 and still is today. Highly influenced by West African new electronic genres such 

as Ghanaian azonto and Nigerian afrobeats, temblete is distinct from these for its use of 

minor modalities and the interweaving of vocal elements from hip hop and reggae. Temblete 

crews are usually made up of several rappers in charge of the verses and one or two reggae-

style singers who sing the chorus; the specific vocalists change from song to song, but the 

formal difference between verse and chorus remains in place. Lyrically, temblete songs 

vividly depict the daily lives of urban Equatoguinean youth through graphic allusions to sex, 
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drug use, and criminal activity; and they are characterised by a quick shifting between local 

languages (from Spanish to Fang, Bubi, and Pichi) that makes it almost unintelligible to 

people not familiar with several of these languages. 

 

Figure 1. Ela Nguema Gansters (source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rm1u069TtV0) 

Like hop hop, temblete’s production has widely been afforded by digital technologies. 

In Equatorial Guinea, expensive analogue recording studios were for years controlled by the 

state and President Obiang’s family in order to encourage praise-singing. The introduction of 

laptops, and the subsequent proliferation of Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs) and bedroom 

studios, thus contributed to a certain democratisation of popular music production and to the 

emergence of subversive and non-politicised music (Segura Borrás, 2009). But hip hop’s 

production and consumption mostly remained a youth movement in the country (Salas 

Seoane, 2011). In contrast, temblete has become omnipresent and is listened to across 

social formations of gender, generation, ethnicity, and class.  

This spectacular popularity results from two key factors. First, the ubiquity of temblete 

has clearly been enabled by the recent increase in smartphone use7, through which songs 

 
7 Data from the World Bank shows a clear spike in mobile cellular subscriptions in the last 10 years 
(https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.CEL.SETS.P2?locations=GQ&view=chart [accessed 14 Dec 
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are circulated by consumers via Bluetooth technology or free messaging apps such as 

WhatsApp. Importantly, similar to descriptions of Ghanaian hiplife by anthropologist Jesse 

Shipley (2013), temblete musicians accumulate fame and transform it into various kinds of 

value through the genre’s electronic and digital circulation. As Shipley argues, “in popular 

music financial compensation does not come through wage labour exchanges but in 

converting images and sounds into fame and the idea of success, which entails uncertainties 

and risks as well as the potential for material wealth” (2013, pp.23-24). In Equatorial Guinea, 

big economic opportunities come from associations with the political elites, who hold the 

economic power derived from the massive oil revenues (Campos Serrano, 2013). Profitable 

deals come from patronage-like associations and performance in private parties. Amid 

widespread piracy and lack of IP legislation, paying music consumers are basically the elites. 

Temblete crews thus circulate their songs for free in the hope that they “petarán” (will 

become a hit), which may grant them access to those parties.  

The genre’s popularity cannot be explained by digital circulation alone, however. 

Other contemporary electronic genres, such as hip hop, circulate widely and are highly 

popular among the Equatoguinean youth, but they are not very successful among the older 

generations—and the elites in particular. The second key factor in temblete’s appeal, then, 

concerns its musical aesthetics and, especially, its highly danceable rhythm and the 

characteristic dance style (the “shake” that I described in my introduction) that was 

developed alongside the genre. Speaking of the emergence of hip hop in the country, well-

known rapper Negro Bey affirmed that “people didn’t understand rap because it had fast 

lyrics and no danceable component. […] Here, in Equatorial Guinea, if you don’t produce 

music that people can dance to, you don’t sell” (Negro Bey, personal interview, 23-5-17)8. 

Indeed, dance has for decades been a key element in many traditional music genres in the 

 
2018]). While no substantial research has been done on smartphone usage, from my ethnographic 
experience, most people owned basic phones by the time I first travelled to the country in 2015, while 
smartphones were widespread in 2017-2018.   
8 The fact that hip hop is popular but does not sell again shows the absence of a large consumerist 
class and the centrality of political elites in the music economy. This and the rest of the quotations 
from interviews are my own translation from Spanish. 
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territories that today make up Equatorial Guinea, such as the Bubi kattyà, the Ndowé ivanga, 

and the Fang ndombá (Aranzadi, 2009). Moreover, popular music genres have similarly 

emphasised danceable structures, from the Congolese-style rumba dance bands of the 

1960s to the 1980s Cameroonian-derived makossa and bikutsi. Temblete’s danceable 

component results from a combination of a persistent bass drum, syncopated synthesisers, 

and the regionally widespread African “time line” (Fig. 2). These elements are combined in a 

series of two-measure units, which are looped repeatedly and provide a substrate for other 

layers of synthesised sounds that are added and subtracted throughout the songs. 

 

Figure 2. Temblete rhythmic structure (source: author) 

Fascinated by temblete’s popularity, the elites respond to the genre in inconsistent 

fashion. On the one hand, some of them publicly criticise the genre for its lyrics, claiming that 

this music encourages crime and violent behaviour. On the other hand, they feel powerfully 

attracted to the novelty and popularity of the genre and try to feature it in their private parties 

(from birthdays to weddings and First Communions). As Ela Nguema Gansters producer, DJ 

Patex, put it to me in an interview, “a lot of people say that we the youth are criminals, 

especially those grandes (‘big men’); they take that very seriously. […] But they say we’re 

criminals and then they invite us to their parties and dance to our music” (DJ Patex, personal 

interview, 4-4-18). With the intent to build individual prestige through the display of money 

and power, members of the elite seek to feature the most popular local artists in their private 

parties. And Ela G’s are among the most popular today.  
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But participation in these events is not unproblematic: many artists are not paid after 

performing and some even fear that disagreeing to perform might be met with retaliation from 

the government. As an anonymous member of a temblete group put it to me: “soldiers know 

where we live, so we can’t really say ‘no’ to those concerts”. Indeed, the history of forced 

labour in the country—from Spanish colonial times to the bloody regime of Francisco Macías 

in the 1970s—is refracted in today’s music economy. Even though temblete musicians 

intentionally aim to disentangle themselves from politics through music making—much like 

other contemporary African electronic music artists (Steingo, 2016)—they are often pulled 

into the political machinations of the elites, who build on individual prestige and fame 

accumulated via these spectacular, oil-funded private parties for political mobility (see 

Valenciano-Mañé, 2018, pp.187-213 for other forms of elite accumulation of fame).  

Concluding her article, Karin Barber argues that “the very indeterminacy and 

fluctuation of unofficial art is a challenge to the serious, authoritarian, and closed official art” 

(1987, pp.64). While this affirmation applies to the production and, to some extent, the 

circulation of temblete—both remaining somewhat unofficial and outside state control—it fails 

to account for the social life of the genre after the songs are released. Indeed, performance 

can take onerous and authoritarian forms precisely because artists are coercively pulled into 

the heterogeneous ramifications of the state, into the liminal type of space between the 

official and the unofficial created in the private parties thrown by members of the 

government. But amid such an oppressive environment, the technologically-grounded 

performance of temblete has great potential in mediating class relations, to which I turn to in 

the final section of this essay.  

 

Towards a conclusion  

In her theory of music’s social mediation, Georgina Born argues that musically 

imagined communities (often assembled through genres) and wider social formations are  
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Too often taken as smoothly conjoined. Rather than any assured linkage between music and 

wider social formations, it is by analysing genre as entailing a mutual mediation between two 

self-organizing historical entities – musical formations (on the one hand) and social identity 

formations (on the other) – that we can grasp the way that wider social identity formations are 

refracted in music, and that musical genres entangle themselves in evolving social formations. 

(2011, p.384) 

Looking at temblete through this lens helps us understand how class is refracted in temblete 

(e.g. in the lyrical emphasis on lower-class everyday struggles and in the occasional forced 

labour). Even during the performance, through micro-socialities such as faroteo (money-

spraying the musicians)9, the elites emphasise their status, therefore refracting structural 

power dynamics. But the genre also entails the potential to mediate class relations and 

hegemonies during performance.  

 

Figure 3. Childrendancing to Ela Nguema Gansters in their First Communion celebration (source: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjD-_pfdssg)  

 

In the ethnographic vignette that opened this essay, the embodiment of digital 

circulation and fame on stage enables the temblete crew to mediate highly unequal class 

 
9 On money-spraying practices in African music performance, see White, 2008 and Skinner, 2015. 
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relations in the space of performance. While it could be argued that the powerful elites are 

effectively appropriating a lower-class musical genre for their own goals, temblete artists are 

also themselves empowered through performance before the very elites that despise them 

off stage. In her ethnography of recording studio micro-socialities in South Africa, where 

white men are often in charge of producing black men’s music, Louise Meintjes (2003) shows 

how struggles over musical gestures reflect racially-marked power dynamics. In the 

recording of the genre mbaqanga, technological mystification affords white men’s 

empowerment. In the case of Equatoguinean temblete, the power dynamics reflected in the 

production of the genre and the hiring of musicians are, on the contrary, temporarily 

suspended in the space of performance.  

My use of the term suspension encourages attention to the temporality of the 

performance: following anthropologist Akhil Gupta,  

Suspension, then, instead of being a temporary phase between the start of a project and its 

(successful) conclusion, needs to be theorized as its own condition of being. The temporality 

of suspension is not between past and future, between beginning and end, but constitutes its 

own ontic condition just as surely as does completion. (Gupta, 2015) 

As described above, temblete artists are continually drawn into oppressive power relations in 

their daily lives, be it through patronage networks, lack of jobs and “economies of 

abandonment” (Povinelli, 2011), difficulties in accessing technologies and the internet, or 

police repression. After concerts, the youth crews go back to their impoverished 

neighbourhoods and the elites, to their expensive mansions. But, with Gupta, the suspension 

of class occurred during performance should not be theorised as a moment of deception or 

hiding of class struggle. Instead, its “ontic condition” enables a spatial and temporal 

framework within which temblete artists are in effect in control of the party, mobilising bodies 

and livening up the event. 

Temblete reflects the context of inequality and authoritarianism in which many 

Equatoguinean artists live, but it also has the ability to empower a generation of 
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dispossessed youth. Making use of digital technologies, charisma, and dancing abilities, 

temblete makers claim their place within the Equatoguinean society.  
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